
QUALITY BY CONVICTION
Our philosophy stands for itself:
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Autotronik series – SMT Equipments

Pick & Place Machine LED serieStencil Printer



Autotronik series using welded steel 
which guaranteed a strong and rigid 
mechanical design.  The high 
durability and monocoque frame 
support the high-speed drive and 
assure the high precision. 

HIGH PRECISION &
HIGH SPEED

AC servo control system make both 
high speed and high precision 
possible, highly rigid ball screw, 
direct disk coupling with no 
backlash, powerful servo motor, high 
resolution encoder, high response 
control circuit are combined.

Linear-encoded X-Y drive mecha-
nism, allow Autotronik Pick & Place 
machine to deliver a remarkable 
±0.03mm placement accuracy.

BA series are installed with 
preloaded Ball Screws. The 
preloaded Ball Screws, together 
with AC Servo motor systems, 
provides high repeatability and 
stability. 

Strong and rigid mechanical design

High performance servo control system

High precision preloaded ball screws

Non-contact Linear Encoder system 
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COGNEX® Alignment System 
"Vision on the Fly"

For X and Y coordinate reference
To recognize fiducial mark, pick up and placement location

..

Head-mounted camera on the placement head
To allow image processing and alignment during traveling
Maximum for 16mm X 14mm component

...

Devices with alignment features on the bottom side
Features with split image diagonal vision processing software, for maximum 
component sized 150mm X 100mm (option BV38)

..

(4) 
The component is moved to 
assigned location. 

(5) 
The component is 
placed on the assigned 
location accurately. 

(1) 
Placement head moves to 
feeders location to pick up 
component. 

(2) 
By using vacuum, the 
component is picked up by 
nozzle.

(3) 
During the travel, the 
component is aligned.

The Autotronik series feature COGNEX® vision processing and 
head-mounted for non-contact “Vision on the Fly” alignment. 

Features with 
Diagonal Vision 
processing software, 
for maximum 
component sized 
150mm X 100mm 
(option)

Step 1 Step 2

"Vision on the Fly" camera1

Reference camera2

Bottom Vision Alignment System3

Diagonal Vision Processing software

Vision on the fly process



EASY OPERATION

Standard Component Library
Standard component library is inbuilt in the each 
Autotronik machine. User can easily select the compo-
nent data from the library to set up the production 
procedures. User can also set up the library for their 
unique or special component. 

Smart Fiducial System
Besides the standard fiducial mark, either square SMD 
PCB pad or plate-through hole can also be trained as 
fiducial mark.

Universal CAD Conversion
Beside the direct input of data by teach-in camera, an 
optional CAD conversion program for directly transfer-
ring of CAD generated pick and place data is available.

PCB Setup Stimulation
According to the parameters entered, the build-in 
software can display the preview of the PCB with 
placed components. Setting error could be greatly 
reduced. 

Smart Feeder Arrangement Preview
Feeder build-in memory module records individual 
tape feeders to specific component data. The smart 
Autotronik software can communicate with feeder, and 
preview the feeder arrangement for optimizing the best 
location and efficiency. 



Universal CAD Conversion

Vision Inspection
With the built-in software, the camera can 
move automatically and display the image in 
the monitor screen, user can manually check 
the printing accuracy of solder paste, quality of 
the soldering, accuracy of component 
placement, etc…

Remote Service Kit
Optional Remote Service Kit allows a remote 
access to machine by Internet, so that program-
ming, calibration and service can be done by 
our worldwide remote service center.

Operation
The machine operation is run under stable and 
universal Windows 7 software. Multi interna-
tional language, such as English, German, 
French, Chinese, is supported. 

By using the UCAD data convention software (option), various file formats, such as 
ASCII, AutoCAD and EXCEL data, could be transferred directly to Autotronik Pick & 
Place machine. 

Step

(1) 
Load the DATA files.

(2) 
Load the Bill of Material File 
(BOM) file.

(3) 
Define CAD field position, 
including location, X-coordinate, 
Y-coordinate, rotation, compo-
nent…

(4) 
Define the reference point, 
and PCB matrix. 

(5) 
Setup the I.D and feeder type 
and library.

(6) 
By simple selecting the compo-
nent library, the UCAD software 
will auto-adjust the data. 



A series of Nozzle has been designed for components 
from 0201 to 50mm X 50mm sized. Customized nozzle 
could be also tailor made for special component. Spring 
buffering design can automatically adjust the placement 
pressure for different height of component. 

The standard TS-1 Tray Holder 
occupies approximately 330mm X 
140mm of work area and is designed to 
hold a standard 316mm X 136mm 
JEDEC Matrix Tray. The TS-1 provides 
adjustability for wide variety of smaller 
matrix tray and waffle pack combina-
tions and can easily be modified for 
custom tray configurations. 

Designed for bulk pack component, 
Bulk Pack Component Tray 
(TS-D18) can handle any bulk pack 
component under the semi-auto 
production mode. A single tray 
contains 18 individual slots for 
maximum 18 types of components. 

Cut Strip Tape Holders is a handy accessory for presenting components that 
are supplied in short lengths of tape due to their low quantity of usage. It can 
also prevent the waste of components in sections of tape that are too short to 
be loaded into tape feeders. 

TS-CST08-10 (10 lanes of 8mm tape width)
TS-CST12-7 (7 lanes of 12mm tape width)
TS-CST16-6 (6 lanes of 16mm tape width)
TS-CST24-4 (4 lanes of 24mm tape width)

Vertical Dome feeder (VF-DOME-K) is 
design to supports the metal dome in 
tube packing, which diameter varies 
from 5mm to 12mm. It allows placing 
tactile metal domes on printed circuit 
boards, membranes or flex circuits. 

KFTB universal tube feeder combines 
vibration and belt driven technique. It 
is able to handle IC-Sticks with max. 
50 mm width.

KFTB-2 (10 pcs of 8 mm IC-Sticks)
KFTB-4 (20 pcs of 8 mm IC-Sticks)

The innovative design of KFTA feeder 
bases and mounting hardware allows 
almost limitless flexibility in feeder 
combinations and arrangement 
schemes, as almost every feeder can 
be ordered, loaded, programmed and 
mounted independently. KFTAs are 
available from 8 mm up to 72 mm tape 
width.

Accessories for Autotronik Pick & Place machines are interchangeable. 
By this means most reliability and easy maintenance for all models is guaranteed. 

OPTION ACCESSORIES

TS-CST-M4A (3 lanes of 8mm tape width, 2 
lanes of 12mm tape width, 1 lane of 16mm 
tape width, 1 lane of 24mm tape width)

Buffering Nozzle

IC Tray HolderBulk Pack Component Tray

Cut Strip Tape HoldersVertical Dome Feeder

Universal IC Tube Feeder Auto Tape Feeder (KFTA)



An optional Bar Code Reader 
(BC-01) can be used to quickly 
read and enter component value, 
lot code, date code and starting 
quantity directly from component 
reels or other packing when 
programming Feeder ID data. 

FR-32K and FR-48K feeder rack contain 32 and 
48 port DB-9 interface connector respectively. 
Since most Autotronik feeders are compatible 
with DB-9 interface connector, feeders can be 
easily plugs in to either the 32-ports or 48-ports 
Feeder Bases on BS series pick and place 
system. 

Optional stand alone dispenser 
head for adhesive & solder paste 
dispensing. Perfect for quick, 
small volume production without 
making stencil.

CT-150L-S3CT-90L CT-180L-S3

Three stages conveyor system is 
fully adapted to SMEMA 
Mechanical Equipment Interface 
Standard. The conveyor system 
with SMEMA Interface and 
automatic width control speeds 
up the handling of PCB and 
in-line production. 

3 stages and SMEMA 
compatible inspection 
conveyor enhance produc-
tion speed and get better 
control of quality and labor 
cost. Available in model 
CT-150L-3S, CT-180L-3S, 
which is in 3 stages and in 
length 1.5m and 1.8m 
respectively. CT-180L-3S 
can handle maximum PCB 
sized 550mm X 440mm.

Bar Code Reader Feeder Rack 

Dispenser SystemConveyor System

Inspection Conveyor 

The sturdy, dual-tiered Smart Tape 
Feeder Storage Cart is designed for 
transport, store, and protect the 
valuable feeder. The model 
FR-ST64 holds as many as 64 
individual 8mm Smart Tape 
feeders. The heavy-duty tubular 
construction holds each feeder 
securely and shields them from 
impact as they move around the 
assembly floor. 

Feeder Carts



Bulk Pack Component Tray (TS-D18) is a 
preferably accessory for processing compo-
nents that are in loose or bulk package. Each 
TS-D18 contains 18 slots for maximum 18 
types of components, and each slot could 
handle up to 1.25” diameter components. 

Under the semi-auto production mode, the 
operator could pick and place every single 
bulk component. This prevents the waste of 
components that lose in tape or tube 
package, or supplied in sample component 
without package.

(1)  Pick up the component under 
semi-auto production mode.

(2) Align during transport. (3) Place the component 
automatically.

Bulk Pack Component Tray

Step

Component Tester
Component Tester is an innovative accessory for precise 
quality control. Before placing the component in assigned 
location, the component could be tested by the measur-
ing the corresponding electronic value. Hence, only the 
passed component will be placed; while the failed one will 
be dropped. The quality of each single component could 
be accurately controlled, which is especially designed for 
high requirement or technology product, such as 

Aeronautics products. With the 
standard clamping device, any 
component with two poles could 
be clamped and measured. 
Customized clamping device 
could also be tailor made for 
special component, such as 
component with four poles. 

Repeat sampling to increase 
the data confidence

Feedback signal between tester 
and pick & place machine

Auto-save of data at database 
for better data management

Features

Cut Strip Tape Holders
Cut Strip Tape Holders is a handy accessory for 
presenting components that are supplied in short 
lengths of tape due to their low quantity of usage. This 
innovative holder also prevents the waste of compo-
nents in sections of tape that are too short to be loaded 
into tape feeders. To facilitate the efficiency, each lane 
of the Cut Strip Tape holder can be ordered, loaded, 

and programmed 
independently. Autotronik Cut 
Strip Tape Holders are 
available for 8mm,12mm, 
16mm and 24mm tapes width. 
Other sizes are available upon 
special request.

(1) Pick up the component. (2) Align during transport. (3) Place the component
automatically.

Step



Autotronik Vertical Dome feeder was invented 
to tackle metal dome placement in production 
situations. Autotronik transforms the original 
time consuming and labor-intensive manual 
placement process into a modern efficient and 
accurate automatic process. 

Vertical Dome feeder was design to supports 
the metal dome in tube packing, which 
diameter varies from 5mm to 12mm. The metal 
dome is delivered from lower to upper position 
of the feeder, and then to the designated 

position. The whole process is monitored and 
controlled by the automatic mechanical 
system.

Besides placing the metal dome, Autotronik 
Pick & Place machines support to place a 
variety of SMT components, the users would 
greatly benefit by the flexibility in production. 
Optional dispenser system for dispensing 
microdot down to a diameter of 0.5mm is also 
available.

Vertical Dome Feeder

(1) Pick up the dome disc,
 and align during transport. 

(2) Place the dome disc

Step

(1) Dispense the bonding glue. (2) Dispense the sliver paste. (3) Place the component.

High Precision Dispenser System
Everything about dispensing that has been valued in terms of precision and consisten-
cy. Autotronik High Precision Dispenser System was designed to concentrate on the 
essentials, which is cost effective and simple to maintain.

Super fast valves and clever control firmware ensure perfectly controlled dispensing 
processes. With this elaborate technology and little need for cleaning of the dispensing 
head, the unit can be used much more effectively. This does not only apply to conven-
tional dot sizes, but also for any sort of microdot, down to a diameter of 0.5mm (or 
down to 0.15 mm, option with MT- 4 system).

Single Dispenser Head Double Dispenser Head

Dual dispensing for Flexible Printed Circuit Board (FPCB)

Single or Double Dispenser Head
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AUTOTRONIK-SMT GmbH

Address:  Sulzbacher Str. 111 

 92224 Amberg, Germany

Tel:  +49 (0) 9621-600 691

Fax:  +49 (0) 9621-600 692 

URL:  www.autotronik-smt.de 

E-mail:  office@autotronik-smt.com
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SMT 

SPECIFICATIONS

PICK & PLACE MACHINE

Model

Number of Heads

Max. Speed

 (IPC9850)

Feeder capacity (8 mm)

- Standard

- With conveyer

IC Tray capacity

Component Size (mm)

- by vision on the fly head

- by BV38 (option)

- by BV50 (option)

Placement Accuracy

- normal component (CHIP)

 - IC, QFP (option)

Rotation

Maximum Placement Area

- Without conveyor

   - With 1 IC tray

   - With 2 IC tray

   - With 3 IC tray

   - With 4 IC tray

- With conveyor

   - With 1 IC tray

   - With 2 IC tray

   - With 3 IC tray

   - With 4 IC tray

- With dual stage conveyor

Power supply

Power

Pressure

Machine Size (mm)

Weight

Up to 2 Waffle Trays Up to 8 Waffle Trays Up to 3 Waffle Trays Up to 3 Waffle Trays Up to 4 Waffle Trays Up to 3 Waffle Trays

(Smallest) (Option) (Largest)

(Largest)

(Largest)

Step Step Step Step Step Step

Waffle Trays

According to caseWaffle Trays

According to case

Waffle Trays

v v v v v v

* We reserve the right to make changes without notice.

v

Bottom vision camera


